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Learning Outcomes
1
Become
aware of
Immigration
Criteria for
advanceddegree
holders

2
Discover
parallels
between
professional
development
& immigration
portfolios

3
Tailor IDP
advice for
international
trainees

4
Brainstorm
activities to
enhance job
application
materials &
immigration

Career Success of International
Trainees in the US
Skills
Credentials

Experience
Network

Ability to obtain a work visa
or permanent residency

Career Decision Making Model for International Trainees
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Immigration-Related Challenges in Career Decisions
Types of visa options

Need of immigration
attorney advice

Citizenship requirements
for jobs and grants

Transition to nontraditional industries

Availability of CPT, OPT,
ATP*

Different timing of job
cycles and visa cycles

Differences in OPT for
STEM & non-STEM

Potential need to
educate employer on
visa options

Permanent residency
sponsored by employer
or self

Challenges attending
conferences outside the
U.S.

2-year residency
requirement for some J1 visa holders

Interviewing outside the
U.S. (including home
country)

* CPT = Curricular Practical Training; OPT = Optional Practical Training; ATP = Academic Training Program

Immigration-Related Challenges in Daily Life
Immigration is:

Complicated

Fast changing

Immigration
affects:

Driver license

Taxes

Expensive

Time and
energy
consuming

Lengthy

Changing
jobs

Ability to
travel

Family
resources

Overwhelming

Mental health

Career Exploration and Immigration Potential are Coupled
For international trainees, career
decisions and immigration
decisions cannot be separated.
Trainees are currently supported by
different offices at our institutions
(e.g., HR, International Office, Career Center, Graduate
School, Postdoc Office, etc.).

Trainees are coupling these processes by
themselves.

International Trainees’ Challenges Resemble First Gen Students’
• First in family navigating

immigration, lack of knowledge in
immediate circle
• Unique nuances depending each
particular case
• Hidden playbook also includes
immigration system
• Success in international trainees’
career outcomes depends on
creating spaces in which they can
flourish with YOU as a partner.

Why to incorporate immigration into career development
• Institutions’
focus on career
outcomes

• Workforce
needs, with
shortages in
some fields

• Workforce
diversification

?

High
percentage of
international
trainees

✓
Mission of
career
services

%

• Very few data
Scarce info
on career
decisionmaking

• Graduate programs: as high
as 78% (Electrical Engineering)

• Postdocs: 57% national average

on career
decision-making
and outcomes of
international
trainees

Doctorates awarded to temporary visaholders by intention to stay in the U.S.
after graduation (2010-2020)

National Center for Science & Engineering Statistics
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf22300/report/temporaryvisa-holder-plans

Doctorate recipients on temporary visas
who intend to stay in the U.S. after
graduation by region in 2020

National Center for Science & Engineering Statistics
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf22300/report/temporaryvisa-holder-plans

Activity 1: Poll
What makes an international
trainee a successful candidate for
immigration based on scholarship?

menti.com/9rja6e9jqw
You can provide up to three
answers

Aligning Expectations

Immigration criteria for advanced-degree holders
Permanent residency pathways
for advanced-degree holders:

1. Extraordinary Ability
2. Outstanding Professor
or Researcher

3. National Interest Waiver

• Toughest to qualify for
• 10 eligibility criteria; at
least 3 must be
satisfied
• Here’s a summary of
the criteria relevant for
our purposes.

Immigration criteria for advanced-degree holders
Membership in associations in the
field which demand outstanding
achievement of their members
Original scientific,
scholarly, artistic,
athletic, or businessrelated contributions
of major significance
to the field
Authorship of
scholarly articles
in professional or
major trade
publications
or other major
media

Examples: authorship
of articles, citation
level, patents,
conference
presentations,
presentations, letters
of reference from
experts, etc.

M

Examples: fellow in society of fellows,
National Academy of Sciences, etc.

Examples: press releases beyond institution, broadcast
of impact of research, news story of researcher, etc.

Membership

M

S

A
Publication
Record

P

Published material about you in professional or major
trade publications or other major media

Leadership

Awards for
Excellence

Receipt of
nationally or
internationally
recognized prizes
or awards for excellence

L

Examples: best journal article,
professional society award for achievement,
scholarship for women in science, etc.

Media
Coverage

Performance of
a leading or critical
role in distinguished
organizations
Examples: high-ranked job
title, leadership in NGOs,
significant service in
professional associations,
etc.

Salary

Evaluation
of Others

Command of a
high salary
or other
significantly
high remuneration
in relation to others
in the field

Invitations to judge the work of others,
either individually or on a panel

E

Examples: authorship of journal article
reviews, conference poster judging, etc.

Based on USCIS Employment-Based Immigration: First Preference EB-1, https://www.uscis.gov/working-in-the-united-states/permanent-workers/employment-based-immigration-first-preference-eb-1

What is an Immigration Portfolio?
• Organized documentation

package proving evidence that
the scholar’s background and
qualifications satisfy the
immigration criteria.

• Follows the model of an

application package for faculty
job/promotion → Relevant to
career development with
immigration path management.

Examples of documents to be
collected for an Immigration Portfolio

Reference letters
from field experts

Confirmation of
peer review
submission

Media articles
about scholar’s
scientific work

Guest talk
invitations from
national and
international
conferences

Citation index

Proof of Leadership
Roles in
Professional
Organizations

Support Your International Trainees’ Immigration Portfolio
Ensure your trainees are aware of the time/energy commitment and
return on investment of the activities they participate in

REVIEW
Poster judgment takes 1-3 hours
Paper review takes ~3-7 days

ORGANIZE
Create folder with
invitations,
acknowledgments,
confirmations, etc.

PUBLISH
Publish paper takes
months, even years

Examples for Strengthening an Immigration Portfolio
Example 1. Become a Peer Reviewer
(Criterion: Evaluating Others)
Ask advisor or
colleague who is
already a reviewer to
recommend you

Review to receive the
credit - Don’t review on
behalf of your advisor

Network with editors at
professional
conferences

Become a member of a
learned society and
network with members
in your subfield

Contact journal editors
directly to inquire if
they are seeking new
reviewers

Practice writing about
research

Get involved in open
peer review
(e.g., F1000 Research)

Join preprint
discussions on
bioRxiv or PREreview

Add post-publication
article comments on
journal websites

Examples for Strengthening an Immigration Portfolio
Example 2. Create Publicity of Your Publication
(Criterion: Media Coverage)
Partner with your
institution’s
communications
office to add PR to
your upcoming
publication

Help write a blog
entry about the
significance of your
work to lay audience

Use social media to
spread the word
about your
publication

Make sure that your
name is mentioned in
the publication, not
just your PI

Set a Google alert to
your name or the
name of your paper to
collect evidence
about your work
impact

Activity 2: Work in Groups
What career development activities
can help (1) strengthen skills and
(2) satisfy immigration criteria?

Start here

Dropdown
menu

Other Ways To Support Your International Trainees
Be explicit about programing that
strengthens an immigration portfolio
Help trainees recognize the value of your upcoming
workshop not just in terms of skill building but
also in terms of immigration portfolio.
Instruct trainees to prioritize training with the
highest return on investment.

Other Ways To Support Your International Trainees
Consider creating
Immigration Peer Mentoring Cohorts
Similar to career exploration cohorts

Helps with accountability
Crowdsource questions that can be addressed to
immigration lawyers
Provide emotional support by acknowledging the
challenges and providing diverse prospective to aid
with problem solving

Example: Permanent Residency Peer Mentoring Group
DESCRIPTION
• Envisioned and led by a postdoc in
Nov 2016; 6-month program
• Weekly 1-2 h meetings for a group
of international postdoc, committed
to exploring and filling a permanent
residency petition
• The meetings consisted of
workshops and working time
• Helped with accountability and
emotional support
• Postdocs who went through the
processes volunteer to share
immigration materials, serve as
mentors, and provide support

WORKSHOPS
• Organizing CV for permanent
residency
• Identifying prospective
recommendation letter writers
• Reference letter anatomy
• Soliciting reference letters
• Review of Immigration criteria
• Panel discussions with postdoc
alumni who successfully
obtained permanent residency
by themselves or with a lawyer

Summary
Career exploration is coupled with immigration decisions for international
trainees.
Immigration process is lengthy, complicated, and requires significant investment
of time and energy.
Career specialists have a unique opportunity to support trainees’ satisfaction of
immigration criteria through career development activities.

Trainees need to understand immigration requirements early and prioritize
activities that efficiently aid in both skill building and immigration portfolio.
Supporting international trainees’ immigration path beyond compliance can
improve their career exploration and career satisfaction.

Resources
International Students in Science &
Engineering, National Foundation for
American Policy
Policy Brief (August 2021)

NSF Survey of Doctorate Holders –
Temporary Visa Holder Plans

Becoming a Reviewer
(Wiley)

10 Tips for Getting Started as a Peer
Reviewer (PLOS)

USCIS
Employment-Based Immigration EB-1

USCIS
Employment-Based Immigration EB-2
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